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B. Tecln.

(sEM VIlr) THEORY EXAMTNATION, 2014-1s

DtSTRTtsT]TED $iYSTEM

Time : 3 Hoursl iTotal Marks . 100

Note : Atternpt A11 Quesxions. All Question carry equal marks.

Attempt any fbur ollthe following [5x41

a) What are the inherent limitation of distributed shared

system and shared memory?

How resource sharing is done in distributed system?

What is a distrjbuted system? Explain with an example.

What do you mean by cr,iusal ordering of messages?

How does \rector clock ,rvercorne the disadvantages

of Lamport clock? Explain with an example.

What do you mean by global state? Di{ferentiate

between consistent and strongly consistent global state?
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2 Attempt any four of tlie followinEg: [5xa]

a) Differentiate between token and non-token based

algorithms?

What are deadlock handling strategies in distributed

systems? What is control organization for distributed

deadlock detectlon? Discuss an algorithm which can

remove phantonr deadloclls'7

Explain the classification of distributed mutual exclusion.

What are the pertbrmance rnritrics for distributed mutuai

algorithms? Expiain with exiimple.

Explain any one Ioken and non-token based algortihrrr.

Explain R.emote object reference and remote interface.

3. Attempt any trvo of the following:

b)

c)

d)

e)

0

a) Write short notes on the {bllowing

(, Farrlt toler,lnt services

(ii) Highly av*ilable serr,ices

b) Compare and ccntrast betw'een different concurrenoy

control techniques for transaction.

c) What do you mean by tu,o phase iocking? Hou, is it

different from slrict two plaase locking? Explain.

[10r2]
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Attempt any four of the following : [10x2]

lax2l
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a) What do you mean b,g agreement protocols? List ail

the agreement protocols and the differences between

them.

b) Explain Lamport Shostak Pease algorithm. Solve it for

when no of processors are 5 and no of faulty processors

is one.

c) Answer the following :

D Show that byzantine agreement cannot be reached

among four processors when two are faulty.

tr) Explain the difference between Ho-Ramamoorthy

two phase and one phase algorithrn. Explain with

example.

5. Attempt any two of the following :

a) Explain two pha.se comrnit protocol. Is it centralized or

decentralized protocol? Design a de-centralized two-

phase commit protocol where no site is a co-ordinator.

b) How check point is useflll in the recovery procedure

in distributed systemsi'Explain with an example. Also

explain the dornino effect.

c) Which protocol do you suggest when there is a network

partition? Explain its variants as well.
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